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Executive summary 

 
Pact welcomes this consultation by the BBC Trust on the BBC Executive’s proposals for the 
creation of BBC Studios and the revision to the commissioning framework given the recent 
changes proposed in the BBC draft Charter and Agreement.  
 
Given the huge potential market impact of this proposal, it is important that it is subject to full 

public scrutiny. 

Pact notes that the following conditions agreed in the Pact/BBC joint statement and how this 
is necessary to give comfort to the market: 

 Arm’s length commissioning 

 Fair transfer pricing and fair and transparent competition for new commissions 

between studios and third party producers 

 Requirement for the BBC’s Board to audit the relationship between BBC Studios and 

BBC Worldwide every 2 years 

 Increased competition via 100% contestability 

Pact understands the important role which the BBC plays in the UK broadcasting ecology. A 

strong properly funded BBC is incredibly important to the UK production sector.  

Pact supports the BBC’s ambition to become more competitive and believes the opening up 

of competition, as signalled in the upcoming Charter, will play a fundamental role in further 

encouraging the UK production sector. BBC Studios will play a part in this move to 100% 

contestability but it must do so through proper functional separation and no cross-subsidy. 

We believe the Pact/BBC Agreement principles must be implemented so that we can be 

confident that the BBC Studios proposals will be set up fairly and without undue advantage; 

this will create a strong BBC.  

Foremost we urge the Trust to make it an explicit condition, of its approval for BBC Studios, 

that the new Unitary Board meets the requirement for an audit of the relationship between 

BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide every 2 years and this must have already begun by the 

end of the first 2 years. Furthermore we would seek assurances from the Trust that this and 

the other conditions set out in the BBC Pact agreement will be taken up and enforced by 

Ofcom.  Without this assurance we are worried that agreements and oversight will fall 

through the cracks as we transition from one regime to another.  

Other core outstanding issues that concern us under fair trading and market distortion 

section of the consultation include: 

 The principles outlined in the Pact/BBC joint agreement namely no cross-subsidy 

and demonstrable separation between the finances and operations of BBC public 

service and BBC Studios. 

o We have particular concerns under the plans put forward on how BBC 

Studios will access BBC Group services. The current plans make the 

assumption that it is easier and more efficient for BBC studios to be 

recharged on the basis of which services they use as and when. But we 

believe, given that there will be a clear allocation of staff, there is no reason 

for this not to be met by BBC Studios directly.  BBC Studios should be made 
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to carry the direct cost of overheads. There is no need to maintain headcount 

in group services and if this persists it will be an indirect subsidy to BBC 

Studios which could in effect contribute to more funding going into 

development and undercutting the market. 

o Given the above concerns we would want clarification that any allocated staff 

that BBC Studios is aware, of who are embedded in BBC Public Service, will 

be TUPEd across to BBC Studios. This would then mean that BBC Studios 

will be mirroring the equivalent market practices that similar sized commercial 

entities carry out. If this isn’t the case we would like clarification on how the 

BBC has avoided the application of TUPE.  

 That there should be regular reviews by Ofcom of the effectiveness of the 

arrangements for ensuring compliance with State Aid and Fair Trading Guidelines. 

The first of these should have already begun by the end of the 2 years after approval 

of Studios. This should include the oversight between the commercial subsidiaries 

BBC Worldwide and BBC Studios. 

Unless all of the outstanding issues in the Joint Pact/BBC Statement and State Aid 
requirements are met, Pact can not support the creation of BBC Studios and reserves its 
position to legally challenge the BBC and/or Ofcom on this proposal should it fail to meet the 
necessary requirements. 
 

In the remainder of this submission, we comment on each section of the proposals set out 

by the BBC Trust in more detail this includes the revisions to the BBC’s content supply 

arrangements. 
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Introduction 

 

1. Pact is the UK trade association which represents and promotes the commercial 

interests of independent feature film, television, digital, children's and animation 

media companies. 

2. The UK independent television sector is one of the biggest in the world. Despite the 

difficult economic climate, independent television sector revenues have grown to 

around £3 billion in 2015.1 

3. In 2015, the BBC spent £443 million on commissions from UK external producers. 

Last year, the BBC commissioned 46% of eligible television content from external 

producers2.  

4. BBC Commissions are important for independent producers as they account for 29% 

of all UK commissions, making the BBC the biggest buyer of content made by 

independent producers in the UK.3  

5. Pact recognises the important role that the BBC plays in the UK television 

marketplace and how it nurtures and adds to the finely balanced TV production 

ecology in the UK. We are pleased by the positive trajectory of the recent draft 

charter whereby the license fee looks to be secured for another 11 years. The BBC is 

a positive innovator and experimenter in the marketplace and this is often driven by 

the content which it commissions from independent production companies.  

6. For further information, please contact Pact’s Head of Policy, Emily Oyama, at 

emily@pact.co.uk or on 020 7380 8232 or Rosina Robson, Director of Nations and 

Children’s at rosina@pact.co.uk  

 

 

 

  

                                                 

 
1
 Pact Census 2016 

2
 BBC Annual Report 2015/16 

3
 Pact Census 2015 
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1. Revisions to the BBC’s content supply arrangements 

1.1. We welcome the opportunity to comment on the commissioning process.  There are 

a number of issues that we have identified under these proposals. 

1.2. Firstly the interpretation of 100% contestability needs to be questioned including the 

transition process. Given the White Paper published this year opened up the 

commissioning of all genres (except news and news – related current affairs) we 

question the timetable it has set itself for contestability.  Especially with regards to 

Children’, Sport and non-news related current affairs programming which should be 

made contestable at the same time as other genres, especially if it is to make the 

target set in the White Paper. 

1.3. The separation of the commissioning and BBC Studio teams also need to be clear 

and ensure there is no undue advantage given to Studios staff on commissioning – 

this should also include a clear separation between in –house sections that remain 

outside of Studios but a part of BBC – In house ( Children’s, Sport and non-new 

related current affairs programming).  The proposals are unclear on its definition of 

separation; for example there is no confirmation that there will be a physical 

separation between commissioning staff, despite Pact being aware of plans to move 

BBC Studios staff to White City, and other in-house and BBC Studios Staff – it is 

crucial to ensure no undue advantage is given to Studios over and above other 

external suppliers. 

1.4. We disagree with the understanding that the start of this move to 100% contestability 

is the removal of the in-house guarantee for genres within BBC Studios and that fair 

and effective competition should only start to apply to genres within BBC Studio 

thereby excluding Children’s, Sport and non-news related current affairs 

programming. The draft BBC Charter clearly states that fair and effective competition 

will be a key requirement of the BBC and that Ofcom will be drawing up a 

comprehensive Operating Framework that reviews and oversees how well the BBC 

is complying with these requirements. Given this wording it makes sense to interpret 

many of the processes and principles that apply to BBC Studios to also apply to 

Children’s, Sport and non-news related current affairs programming from the very 

beginning to make sure targets are met. 

1.5. Pact also has concerns around the lack of transparency around how 100% 

competition will be achieved in digital commissioning (for both content and services) 

detail of which is currently lacking. We have requested further information from the 

BBC as to the content commissioning opportunities that will be made available from 

April 2017 and how full competition will be achieved over the course of the Charter 

period. Pact is concerned that the BBC Studios proposals’ Social/digital media 

section suggests that governance processes of BBC Studios social/digital activity will 

be determined through an internal process, rather than through a consultation 

process with suppliers. 

 
 

2. Commercial Criterion One: Fit with Public Purposes 
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BBC Studios’ role in the BBC’s wider supply strategy 
 
2.1 We note that this section highlights how BBC Studios will: play an important role in the 

supply of content, be necessary due to a changing UK production sector, not thrive 

under the current model and be the best proposal given that there are no alternatives. 

We will now go through each of these assumptions and set out our views and questions 

on each assumption. 

 
BBC Studios role in content supply 
 
2.2 We would firstly question the merits being suggested in the proposal about BBC Studios 

being 100% British owned.  Audience research commissioned by Pact from GFK found 

that 50% of respondents didn’t really mind who makes the content they watch, so long as 

the best programmes are shown on screen. 35% of respondents had no strong feelings 

either way.4 Another example used in the proposals points to commissioning outside of 

London – this isn’t because Studios has won or chosen to commission but merely 

because it needs to meet certain quotas.   

2.3 We will now question in detail the assumptions that set out why BBC Studios delivers 

distinct benefits to the BBC and the license fee payer that are not fully replicated by the 

wider production sector: 

 
- Commitment to the BBC’s purposes and values: We believe that BBC Studios 

should be held to the highest level of values and purpose.  

- Value-for-money from IP: We particularly question the assumption that BBC 

Studios can deliver efficient and fair prices of programming compared to other 

external producers. This is questionable given the fact that like for like comparisons 

on BBC production costs, for example, are not published by the BBC, which makes it 

impossible to determine exactly how much the BBC pays for an hour of programming 

delivered by its current in-house production department versus its commercial 

competitors.  Without this information, it is impossible for the BBC Trust, which 

represents the interests of license fee payers, to determine whether the BBC is doing 

enough to deliver value for money or how it could go further. We note that the BBC 

Trust has conducted a number of value for money and service reviews during the last 

Charter period, but none of these reviews have considered the actual efficiency of 

the BBC as opposed to others in the market in detail. Several value for money 

reports, including those conducted by the National Audit Office, made 

recommendations for more benchmarking across the BBC and with other 

organisations in order to test efficiency and value for money.  We have more 

thoughts around this later in our consultation response.  

 

                                                 

 
4
 GFK qualitative and quantitative research on consumer attitudes towards programme making, October 2014 
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- Innovation from IP: Pact does not support the statement that the BBC requires a 

critical mass of rights to be able to launch new services such as iPlayer or BBC 

Store. Ahead of these service launches, Pact worked closely with the BBC to 

negotiate commercial terms on which they could secure access to the rights which it 

required to launch these new services. We therefore do not support the argument 

that the BBC must hold the rights itself to be able to launch innovative new services. 

Independent producers and other rights holders have proven time and again that 

they are willing to grant access to the BBC (and other PSBs) in order for them to 

deliver content to audiences in different ways, provided that they receive appropriate 

payment for the use of their content in this way.  

- Global reputation: Although we recognize the need to reach wider markets and the 

need for the BBC to access different funding streams to maintain its production we 

question the balance of this focus over and above supporting resources and creative 

talent in producing content for the UK license fee payer.  There will need to be 

considerable transparency and regular reviews to make sure that the focus on 

overseas markets doesn’t jeopardise any return on investments into high quality 

content production for the UK license fee payer. 

 
 
A changing UK production sector necessitates the BBC owning a production unit of scale 
 
2.4 Pact notes that there has been considerable change in the TV production sector in 

recent years but we do not think these changes, namely consolidation, has brought the 

marked changes that the BBC highlights in this proposal document. We disagree with 

the assumption that the plurality of the supply market would be reduced without a thriving 

BBC Studios. We also disagree with the assumption that the market has consolidated so 

much that it has offset the plurality of recent years. Pact considers the UK production 

market to continue to be successful. The quality and quantity of programming on British 

television remains outstanding.  This is because producers have worked hard to bring 

additional sources of funding to UK PSB content through deficit funding from the 

secondary sales of programmes initially commissioned by UK broadcasters.  If the 

consolidation had become a problem on the supply side then the independent production 

quota would have come under pressure – but there is no evidence of this and the several 

reviews have proved that the Broadcasters continue to skew the balance of powers 

within the UK market.  

2.5 Data continues to show that even with consolidation the largest producers of content in 

the UK TV market are those which are vertically integrated with UK PSBs, with BBC in-

house having a 21% market share, and ITV Studios having an 18% share.5  The largest 

of all the consolidated external groups of Endemol Shine Group has a 15% share.6  Last 

year’s Fingleton report on Fair Trading commissioned by the Trust also confirmed that 

the BBC tended to underestimate the impact of BBC in the market and agreed with 

Ofcom that it ‘still commands a significant share of audiences in all of its UK content 

                                                 

 
5
 TV producer consolidation, globalisation and vertical integration, myths and realities, Oliver and Ohlbaum, 

(March 2015) 
6
 IBID 
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markets’7 We recognize that BBC studios is likely to lose their market share by 13% as 

identified in this proposal but this remains to be seen and depends on how quickly the 

BBC is able to open up competition in time.  

BBC Studios cannot thrive under the current model 

 

2.6 The arguments set out in this section misrepresent the UK broadcasting and production 

sector. Market share of the big four public service broadcasters has barely changed 

since 2003, still representing around 80% of the demand in the UK market.8 

2.7 We agreed in previous submissions to the BBC Trust that the content supply 

arrangements were becoming untenable but we do not believe the success of BBC 

Studios is vital to the BBC as this proposal sets out and as a result of the production 

sector landscape. 

2.8 Overall the perceived threat to the balance of the UK programme supply market is weak 

and not supported by market evidence at all.  For example, as noted above producer 

consolidation has not resulted in an obvious increase in supplier power.  In fact, without 

the terms of trade protections, once a group becomes ‘non-qualifying’, there is evidence 

that commissioning terms have become worse for producers. This again suggests that 

PSB buyer power is still dominant in the market. 

2.9 Furthermore, global owners of production companies have not sought to squeeze 

broadcasters on commissioning terms and in many cases are bringing in their financial 

strength to the market in co-production, pre-sales and deficit finance arrangements that 

benefit UK PSBs.  The greater financial security that comes from being part of a global 

group can also allow independent producers to take more risks and invest in talent. 

2.10 We have no problem in BBC Studios seeking to replicate this model so long as it is 

done within State Aid rules and that there is thorough oversight on their operations to 

ensure they have minimal impact to the market. 

 
There are no possible alternatives to BBC Studios 

 

2.11 We disagree that there are no alternatives to BBC Studios; Pact has long argued for 

the BBC to become a publisher-broadcaster and with the Government’s draft Charter 

and Agreement we are on the way to achieving this through 100% contestability. The 

Trust may remember the report that we published in August 2014 making this case 

entitled ‘A new age for UK TV content creation and a new role for the BBC’ drafted by 

the consultancy Oliver & Ohlbaum9. In the report it found that: “the optimal way of 

transitioning to more of a publisher broadcaster model would be through a combination 

                                                 

 
7
 Fair Trading Policy Review, Fingleton Associates, p45 (April 2015) 

8
TV producer consolidation, globalisation and vertical integration, myths and realities, Oliver and Ohlbaum, 

(March 2015) 
9
 http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/our_work/content_supply/2015/pact_annex.pdf  

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/our_work/content_supply/2015/pact_annex.pdf
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of: winding down some production departments; contracting out some long running 

strands; transferring some production activities to BBC worldwide (specifically those 

most useful to its channels and rights distribution strategy); and spinning off the 

remaining departments through a series of management buyouts accompanied by output 

deals and first look rights arrangements where appropriate to help expand the number of 

strong medium sized independent production companies in the UK to help counter 

market consolidation.” 

2.12 O&O continued that through a combination of these four methods, a switch of BBC 

in-house production to the external production sector could provide a value boost to the 

UK TV creative sector of approaching £600m, including a reduction in the net 

programming costs to the BBC of current output by £35m.  

2.13 O&O’s analysis concluded that “overall, once account was taken of the likely 

corporate overheads savings at the BBC… the BBC license fee payer could be £30m a 

year better off in financial terms, or £470m in net present value terms in 2017.” 

2.14 Pact continues to believe that a continued transition towards a publisher broadcaster 

model is not out of the question and could further help realise value for money for license 

fee payers. This should be supported by a strong, independent, ex-ante system of 

regulatory oversight with the power to investigate complaints. 

2.15 Therefore we refute the assumption that there is no alternative to BBC Studios and 

have unpicked the arguments the BBC have put forward as follows: 

2.16 Fair creative competition: Yet again the BBC uses the argument of consolidation of 

the market as one of the main reasons it needs to secure supply and talks of the need to 

create BBC Studios in order to maximize competition, be less quota based and increase 

creativity. Again we question the assumption that there is a problem with supply.  The 

UK production sector is highly competitive and is a thriving industry comprising of 

hundreds of small businesses. Over 90% of external producers are SMEs10 and with the 

terms of trade whereby qualified independent producers have retained their rights it has 

turned a cottage industry into one with revenues of almost £3bn.11 It has been the ability 

to acquire rights and then reinvest in their business that has brought the creativity and 

thriving sector we see now. Without careful oversight and transition BBC Studios is more 

likely to distort competition rather than maximize an already thriving production sector.  

2.17 Secure Supply: The BBC claim here again that one of the key reasons for setting up 

BBC Studios is to secure more affordable programming. The BBC believes they make 

more affordable programmes versus external producers. We disagree with this 

assumption particularly seen as the current system is not fit for purpose and lacking in 

transparency.  For example, there is no transparency in the current system about exactly 

how much of BBC Worldwide revenues are invested back into the BBC’s content budget; 

how this money is allocated; which programmes have been particularly successful, and 

which IP might have made a loss.   

                                                 

 
10

 Review of the operation of the television production sector, Ofcom ( Dec 2015) 
11

 Pact Census 2016 
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2.18 Pact therefore does not have confidence in the current BBC reporting system and we 

call for greater transparency and better reporting in this area through the new framework 

that Ofcom will be setting up. Pact has repeatedly asked the BBC for more detailed 

information on programme making. In light of this consultation and in light of the recent 

Ernst and Young (EY) Review of the BBC transfer pricing regime, we repeat our call for 

the BBC to provide further information in the following areas: 

 The comparative costs (prices) of programming to the channel controllers of 

strands provided by BBC in-house and the external sector by genre, and taking 

into account different programme characteristics; 

 The costs of producing programmes (for the prices paid by the controllers) and 

whether, given investments from BBC Worldwide and overhead allocations, BBC 

Production departments are making surpluses or losses and in time how BBC 

Studios may use this advantage to make programmes; 

 Further cost breakdowns of production departments between charged overhead, 

direct management and staff costs, development costs and strand production 

costs; 

 The number of FTE staff involved in production by department and across the 

UK; 

 BBC Worldwide return on investment on BBC in-house ( and in time BBC 

Studios) versus independent producer programme investments; and 

 The level of corporate overhead and service functions most directly associated 

with production activities. 

 
2.19 They also claim that there will be less flexibility in making content available in new 

platforms without global rights protection – which points to a general ambition of the BBC 

to create a global media entity.  As we highlighted above we don’t think the acquisition of 

rights is necessary for innovation. The BBC is already able to do this through commercial 

negotiation. For example, new Terms of Trade were negotiated in order to enable the 

BBC to launch BBC iPlayer, and for its new download to own service, which will be 

called BBC Store. 

2.20 Given the BBC’s remit, to deliver high-quality content and value for money to UK 

license fee payers, we question the rationale for this global ambition especially if it 

jeopardises the ability to return on investments. Surely the BBC’s hope should be to 

remain a UK broadcaster of quality. There is a risk that with its focus on global ambition it 

could be at the expense of fulfilling its other public purposes. Pact therefore questions 

the BBC’s rationale for the creation of BBC Studios. How does the creation of a global 

British media company fit with the BBC’s core public purposes? 

2.21 We acknowledge one of the BBC’s existing public purposes is to bring the UK to the 

world and the world to the UK and that in the new Charter there is also a public purpose 

‘to reflect the UK, its culture and values to the world.’  We do not contest that the BBC 

World Service has an important role to play in this regard. However, we contest the 

assertion that the BBC should use this public policy objective as a rationale for 

expanding its commercial ambitions internationally at the expense of other public 
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purposes. Furthermore, the BBC, as a UK broadcaster, could choose to achieve the aim 

of representing the world to the UK by commissioning externally produced content. 

2.22 Value: We strongly refute the claim that the current model is depriving the BBC of 

commercial returns on investment. External producers have invested over £1bn of their 

own money into UK PSB programming over the past five years12. Furthermore, the BBC 

as a commissioning PSB broadcaster already receives a return on investment on the 

international exploitation of all of the content which it commissions, in perpetuity, under 

the Terms of Trade. 

2.23 Strong creative sector: We see no reason why the BBC has linked its proposal for 

BBC Studios’ ‘foundational role…. in skills and training’ to the plans to commercialise 

BBC Studios. Fostering new talent and providing a diverse range of content sit at the 

heart of the BBC’s public service remit which the proposals confirm. This should remain 

a “key strategic priority” with or without BBC Studios. Similarly, we believe that the BBC 

already has in its power to incentivise creative talent. The proposal also underestimates 

the amount of investment independent production companies have put into training and 

skilling up the industry In 2013, the last year for which figures are available, UK indies 

invested over £40m on diversity, training and skills.13 

2.24 Pan creative Sector: We note that the proposals state that ‘the failure of BBC Studios 

to maintain its breadth and range of expertise may also pose a threat to the BBC’s 

financial ability to maintain its pan-UK presence’. We disagree that a failure of BBC 

Studios would pose a risk to its pan-UK presence. As demonstrated by 10 years of the 

WoCC the range and breadth of expertise can be attained by the market and has done 

more to maintain the pan – UK BBC presence. 

 

BBC Studios’ role in supporting the BBC’s Public Purposes 

 

2.25 Through pages 32-38 the proposal sets out how it connects to the BBC’s current and 

future public purposes. We question some of the consistency throughout parts of this 

section. Firstly under Public purpose 1: Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence we 

again question the assumption that BBC Studios will be better placed to retain talent as a 

commercial entity and offer more opportunities.  As highlighted previously we think the 

BBC already has access and the means to achieve this.  We also question the 

consistency of this section in terms of its ambitions for BBC Studios to be global media 

player under public purpose 2.  As highlighted above we would be concerned about this 

especially if it is at the expense of other public purposes and particularly if any returns on 

investment jeopardises the ability for the BBC to continue to invest in high quality content 

for the UK license fee payer. 

2.26 Public purpose 3 ‘representing the UK, its nations, regions and communities’: Pact 

welcomes that as part of the move to setting up BBC Studios, there will be a focus on 

                                                 

 
12

 Pact Census 2015, P24 
13

 Redshift report for Pact on diversity, skills and corporate social responsibility (2013) 
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cross fertilisation between network and local production in the nations; a closer working 

relationship between network and non-network could be positive overall for creating 

regional hubs and developing local talent in the nations. We welcome the better 

utilization of local spend to help develop capacity in the nations and regions. 

2.27 Pact is aware that the impact of BBC Studios in the nations could be even more 

acute in the individual markets in the nations if the four key principles from the Pact/BBC 

agreement are not met and a level playing field is not achieved. The markets in the 

nations are smaller and local production companies characterised as small and medium 

sized businesses working to smaller margins.  

2.28 Any negative impacts could be more pronounced in the nations. This includes, for 

example the impact of BBC Studios using outsourced BBC in-house staff in business 

affairs or talent management, at potentially reduced rates compared to the wider market 

given the subsidy from BBC in house. Any budget savings in these areas could put BBC 

Studios at an advantage to local Indies. However, many companies are positive about 

the competition and the opportunities presented. 

2.29 Pact is also interested in how genuine separation will be achieved in the nations 

between BBC Studios and BBC in house. In London this is achieved through moving 

BBC Studios to White City so that there can be no privileged access to information from 

commissioners and it is operating on a level playing field with Indies. Pact is having 

discussions with the BBC in each of the nations about how to achieve separation in 

Pacific Quay in Glasgow, the new BBC HQ in central Cardiff and BBC premises in 

Belfast (with a move expected to new offices around 2022). 

2.30 We are aware of the importance of striking a balance in this regard between 

maintaining content spend in the nations and not putting too many resources into an 

office move or security adaptations to achieve separation; particularly in light of wider 

BBC cuts. We are open to discussions with BBC in the nations on these points. 

 
 
 
3. Commercial Criterion Two: Brand and Reputation  

3.1 Pact believes greater clarity needs to be put forward on how the brand licensing 

agreements are being recharged and these plans need to be made more transparent on 

how the BBC will arrive at clear market rates.  

3.2 As a wholly-owned commercial entity, BBC Studios would no longer have restrictions 

against incorporating product placement or sponsorship in programmes which it could 

make for other broadcasters, and it would be eligible to receive tax credits for the 

programmes which it makes both for the BBC and for third-party commissions. In 

addition, we consider that seeing BBC branding on competing commercial channels 

would confuse audiences and licence fee payers. 

 
3.3 We understand that an independent financial external advisor has reviewed the 

proposed brand license and given the proposals a green light in terms of satisfying 
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market standard terms at a justifiable level. But we question why this has been made 

confidential. Furthermore, clarity on how the costs of the brand license will get updated 

should be made clearer.  It is interesting to note that in the recent EY review on the 

BBC’s transfer pricing regime published by the BBC Trust found that in several cases the 

procedures for agreeing a brand license fee were unclear and in one case no brand 

agreement had been found.14 If this kind of behaviour were to be replicated once BBC 

Studios is up and running it would have serious implications on distorting the market. 

Furthermore, we believe the review should be published in redacted form – or at the very 

least their terms of reference and conclusions should be published verbatim.  It is 

unacceptable that third parties should have no visibility of an external report’s findings. 

 
 
4. Commercial Criterion Three: Commercial Efficiency 

4.1 Although the consultation has not asked for views under this section we believe there 

are particular issues that we think are important to bring to the Trust’s attention.  

 

BBC Studios is an integral part of the BBC’s commercial strategy 

 

4.2 For example we disagree with a number of points on p51 which summarise the key 

arguments around why Studios is being made into a commercial entity. This reflects our 

concerns already highlighted above on section 4 ‘commercial criterion one: fit with 

public purposes’. This section claims again that: 

 

 The BBC would be disadvantaged by not owning its own production business and 

controlling its intellectual property – This overlooks the fact that the BBC typically 

receives a return on investment on the exploitation of all content it commissions no 

matter who produces it.  

 The alternatives to launching BBC Studios will lead to the long term decline of in 

house production or the BBC becoming a publisher broadcaster. We believe 

transition towards a publisher broadcaster model could further help realise value for 

money for license fee payers – helping the BBC license fee payer to be £30m a year 

better off in financial terms.15 Furthermore BBC Studios is not in-house and we would 

expect that if it is operating along market norms it should be allowed to decline and 

fail just as any other commercial entity operating in the market. 

 Be better able to attract and retain key talent - the BBC does not need to create a 

commercial entity in order to do this. It is already doing so and we so no reason why 

it would not continue to do so in future. Provided that there is oversight and 

consultation with market norms. 

                                                 

 
14

 A review of the BBC’s transfer pricing regime, EY report for the BBC Trust, June 2016, p9 
15

 A new age for UK TV content creation and a new role for the BBC, Oliver and Ohlbaum 
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 A BBC owned in-house production capability has always been central to the BBC’s 

ability to generate secondary value outside the Public Service window via BBC 

worldwide. – this overlooks the fact that external producers have also been vital 

towards generating secondary value by investing over £1bn of their own money into 

UK PSB programming over the past five years. Furthermore, the BBC as a 

commissioning PSB broadcaster already receives a return on investment on the 

international exploitation of all of the content which it commissions, in perpetuity, 

under the Terms of Trade no matter who produces this. 

BBC Studios financial review 
 
4.3 The proposals state that the financial plans have been scrutinsed by an external 

independent adviser by looking at the BBC Studio 5 year business plan, transfer 

pricing analysis, and an economic and commercial review from the perspective of a 

market investor principle. They have concluded that Studios is being established in a 

manner that meets the Trusts’ 4CC commercial efficiency test.  It is disappointing 

that this isn’t clarified or given fuller explanation.  Currently as it stands there’s no 

way to understand how commercial efficiency is being achieved. In general we do not 

think this section clearly highlights how commercial efficiency will be achieved. Pact 

believes it is important that this is measured and demonstrated like any other 

commercial entity within the production sector i.e. on the basis of: 

 

 Costs/Income 

 Margins on productions 

 Cost of overhead carried by studios 

 Distribution income profit 

 Earning before interest and tax 

This level of detail would not be commercially sensitive to reveal and would give some form 
of comfort. Therefore we would like to see more information on how they intend to measure 
their commercial efficiency.  This could be remedied by publishing a redacted version of the 
KPMG assessment – or at the very least its conclusions. 

 
Separation from BBC Public Service 
 
4.4 As we highlight in more detail further on in our response we believe that in addition to 

what is outlined in this section there should be clear separation between BBC Group 

professional services and Studios staff.  Therefore to achieve this there should be 

staff allocated and transferred to Studios. If they wish to model other similar sized 

entities in the production sector they should also be made to carry the cost of 

significant overheads and margins accrued by carrying functions such as HR and 

business affairs. If this is not remedied it would be indirect State Aid.  

 

BBC Studios’ business model 
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4.5 It’s crucial that the Studios business model is operated on a fair and level playing 

field.  No other producer in the UK market has the benefit of starting up a production 

company with contracts worth in region of £400m from a single buyer, which is what 

BBC Studios would have from the beginning of its set up once assets are transferred 

over to the new commercial entity. This would give BBC Studios an enormous 

advantage in the market.  

4.6 Setting up an entity of this size will inevitably have an impact on the market and so 

we would want too make sure that there is close scrutiny on the operations of Studios 

and that they are paying the appropriate market rates. Given that the decision about 

whether any commissions will be recommissioned is up to BBC public service there 

is a considerable amount of advantage being given to Studios who will inevitably 

have close relationships due to the strategic alignment highlighted in this proposal. 

This section also goes onto discuss the distribution relationship it has with Worldwide 

and again we question how it will decide which distributor it will choose to work with – 

there is a clear strategic link between BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide and the 

proposals here do not clearly set out how this relationship will work especially around 

first look arrangements. What would happen to BBC Worldwide’s indie portfolio if it 

was to secure a first-look output deal with BBC Studios? If BBC Studios and BBC 

Worldwide are able to manipulate the rate of return this would distort the market and 

currently under the circumstances it’s possible that in order to ensure BBC Studios is 

a success it could mean that BBC Worldwide could end up being less profitable as a 

consequence of cross subsidising BBC Studios. We urge the Trust to push for the 

Executive to disclose the broad shape of its business and spending proposals 

including how it intends to work with BBC Worldwide. This should include redacted 

versions of the KPMG report on commercial assurance. At the very least its 

conclusion should be published in full.  There is precedence for publishing redacted 

commercial information as seen in the recent EY Review. 

 

Governance and oversight 

 

4.7 We believe it is essential that proper oversight and governance is secured to over 

see all of these processes. Pact calls again for the review of BBC Studios as soon as 

possible and that this should begin before the end of 2 years, by Ofcom as it 

becomes the new regulator of the BBC.  Although there will be a requirement into 

sending financial returns quarterly to the new unitary board as described in 6.6.1 of 

the proposals we don’t believe this will give enough comfort to the market.  We insist 

that the Trust assures us that it will take the lead from the current draft BBC 

Agreement in which it states in Clause 30 that: “where a new commercial subsidiary 

of the BBC of significant size is established to carry out the activity of making 

television programmes, Ofcom must, within two years of its establishment, consider 

whether to carry out a review on [sic] whether the activity the subsidiary carries out 

meets the requirements of the trading and separation rules.”  We insist that such a 

review should happen even if the commercial subsidiary is established before Ofcom 

is given the powers to review. 
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4.8 We also call for the Trust to formalise the BBC/Pact promise that the BBC Board will 

audit the relationship between BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide and that this and 

other conditions set out in the BBC/Pact Agreement will be honored and continued to 

be over seen by Ofcom as  the new external regulator. 

 
 

5. Commercial Criterion Four: Fair Trading and Market Distortion 

5.1 Pact continues to have grave concerns regards the general approach applied to 

ensure that BBC Studios is operating fairly without distorting the market. We note 

that our views have been heard on equal access to archives and BBC facilities 

and equipment for external producers if they have a commission. However, the 

key will be to ensure that there are clear checks and balances that maintain a fair 

playing field.  The majority of our comments in this section point to the oversight 

mechanisms being planned and the outstanding issues outlined at the start of this 

submission linked to whether the proposals meet the BBC /Pact agreement. We 

believe the BBC Studios proposals fall short of offering comfort to the market 

Existing contracts 

 

5.2 We welcome the move to 100% contestability and that the BBC is beginning to 

put programmes out to competitive tender but we raise questions around the 

current pricing arrangements and how this will be transferred on the day. We are 

not clear from the proposals on how the pricing and terms of contracts will be 

recharged or how this calculation has been arrived. We would hope that the 

transfer of existing programme contracts will be consistent with market norms i.e. 

the cost of a production plus a margin. This is especially important if BBC Studios 

wishes to be seen to be commercially efficient and operating within market 

norms. We would be concerned that if a precedent were to be set whereby no 

margin had been allowed for then it would inevitably make it less attractive for 

commercial competitors to bid for the tender and subsequently it could gift 

Studios the tender given that it could undercut the market as a consequence. If 

Studios are able to win contracts in this way (without accounting for a margin) it 

would not be commercially efficient for the BBC Public Service and it could distort 

the market.  

Access to Services 

 

5.3 Although some of our concerns have been met in the proposal there remains a 

lack of clarity on issues that could materially distort to market; this includes how 

the BBC will ensure that access to professional services and the subsequent 

recharging to the BBC takes business margins into consideration in addition to 

overheads.  

5.4 This is not a question of scale but of principle: the BBC as a public service can 

not charge commercial rates so it will always have to charge below the market 

rate as long as BBC Studios continues to make use of BBC Group services which 
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remain within the Public Service. If there continues to be specific functions such 

as access to HR, technology and business affairs functions which remains 

embedded within the Public Service there will be a net fiscal advantage for BBC 

Studios and any savings being made could realistically contribute towards 

development costs that other smaller independent producers could not compete 

with. This means that over time it could potentially distort the market particularly 

of BBC Studios could undercut the market and create shows for a considerably 

lower margin. 

5.5 Given the above concerns we would want clarification that any allocated staff that 

BBC Studios is aware of who are embedded in BBC Public Service will be 

TUPEd across to BBC Studios. This would then mean that BBC Studios will be 

mirroring the equivalent market practices that similar sized commercial entities 

carry out. If this isn’t the case we would like clarification on how the BBC has 

avoided the application of TUPE.  

 
Review/oversight processes   

 

5.6 We accept that some of the elements within the BBC/Pact agreement have been 

reflected in the BBC Studios regulatory approval proposal. We agree with the 

BBC that Ofcom should review the separation and market distortion issues with 

BBC Studios with regards the content supply arrangements. But again we 

reiterate that there should be an explicit proposal and a plan for an Ofcom led 

review of Studios which should have begun by the end of a two year period 

especially given the concerns raised in the EY review of the BBC transfer pricing 

regime. In the report published in October 2016 it confirmed that “From the outset 

and given the significant external scrutiny a BBC Studios proposal is likely to 

receive, it will be important to clearly document, articulate and communicate 

transfer pricing procedures and outcomes to stakeholders, in order to ensure 

transparency and address industry concerns.”  16  This has yet to be met by this 

proposal and given these and the concerns identified below we believe without 

an explicit provision for a review the proposals will be falling short of the 

BBC/Pact Agreement. Several indicators identified in the EY review have given 

us cause for concern:    

5.6.1 We are disappointed that the BBC Trust has not consulted on the 

proposed response to the EY report.    The effectiveness of the BBC’s 

transfer pricing regime - both in principle and in practice - is a matter 

of significant concern to the market and it  does not seem right to deny 

third parties the opportunity to express views on proposed actions 

before they are finalised.   Similarly, we look to the BBC and Ofcom 

for a clear commitment that findings from any future audits and other 

internal reviews will be made public so that interested third parties are 

made aware of any specific issues which arise and proposed actions 

                                                 

 
16

 Review of the BBC Transfer Pricing Regime, p67 (Oct 2016) 
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to address them.   As this review has recognised, high standards of 

transparency are critical to sustaining the confidence of external 

stakeholders in the BBC's transfer pricing and wider fair trading 

arrangements. 

5.6.2 The EY review found that BBC systems allow for significant transfer 

pricing relationships to be overlooked because it entirely relies on a 

self regulatory system which has no comprehensive documentation 

processes which meant that when EY came to review the 

relationships there was no systematic way for them to assess the 

relationships. 

5.6.3 Lack of transparency in how decisions are being made and 

ambiguous guidance means risks are overlooked. E.g. BBC divisions 

decide themselves what transactions are ‘significant’. 

5.6.4 BBC behaviour could be distorting the market e.g. paying for bundled 

rights to secure access to content which could push prices above a 

competitive price or not paying for a brand license according to market 

price. There has been no clarity on whether these arrangements are 

for global rights or genre-based. 

Demonstrable separation between finances and operations 

 

5.7 There remain many outstanding issues on how a level playing field will be 

achieved if BBC studios are to ‘have a highly collaborative day-to-day working 

relationship with BBC Public Service and other parts of the BBC Group on 

development, production and exploitation of content’. This seems very unclear to 

us and it could give undue advantage to BBC Studios over and above other 

external producers. Other issues regarding separation that cause us concern 

include the fact that the Director of BBC Studios will be a member of the 

Executive Committee sitting with other Directors from Public Service and other 

commercial subsidiaries.  It is unclear on the make up of the board between 

public service and commercial appointees. There is the possibility that board 

members could be conflicted especially if they have a say in programme 

spending.  

Relationship with BBC Worldwide and Studios 

5.8 We are also particularly concerned at the relationship between BBC Studios and 

BBC Worldwide. We note that the Executive expects that the BBC Board will review 

the relationship between BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide every 2 years ( this first 

review should begin before the end of the 2 year period) but given that this is not set 

out in the BBC Charter and Agreement can we have explicit assurances from the 

Trust that with the transition of powers to Ofcom will include assurances that this 

oversight of the board will be honoured along with the other points set out in the 

BBC/Pact Agreement. 
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5.9 We continue to have concerns over the relationship between BBC Worldwide and 

BBC Studios because of how BBC Worldwide may be handling an effective rate of 

return obligation on each business transaction. Pact are concerned that BBC 

Worldwide could advance BBC Studios with more money than would be 

economically viable in a normal arms length transaction. It could mean that BBC 

Studios and BBC Worldwide could in effect determine the rate of return. Whilst it is 

true that BBC Worldwide returns a dividend to the BBC public entity each year, it is 

impossible for external parties to be able to assess from the BBC Worldwide 

accounts exactly what its profitability and margins are, and whether these are optimal 

given the value of the BBC’s catalogue and its various activities. For example, it is 

possible that BBC Worldwide cross-subsidises some potentially loss-making parts of 

the business, such as international channels, by deriving value from its successful 

distribution business. This would not be in the best interest of licence fee payers and 

would consequently mean less is being invested in original high quality content. 

 
Ofcom’s oversight role 

 

5.10 We note that most of the complaints and oversight of BBC Studios will be the 

responsibility of Ofcom but we are extremely worried that Ofcom will be basing their 

initial framing of the system on the existing Fair Trading Framework. Especially given 

that these proposals believe the current Fair Trading Framework would be sufficient 

to govern any concerns about BBC Studios’ activities and its impact on the market 

and its commercial competitors. We strongly disagree. Pact already has long been 

concerned about the suitability of the Fair Trading Framework and whether or not it 

remains fit for purpose. The idea of relying on the existing framework to govern BBC 

Studios seems wholly inadequate. This needs to be urgently addressed. We believe 

that the Fair Trading Framework as described in the recent EY report brings a 

number of questions on the viability of the system and it means that the BBC’s 

assessment of the Studios proposal based on the current framework will not 

adequately pick up the risks that are still inherent in the system.  For example the EY 

report published this year has highlighted how risks could be overlooked in the 

current system and found problems with the self regulatory nature of the system. As 

it wasn’t tasked to assess the merit of the system as a whole; the scope of this report 

was limited but the evidence it unearthed gave us cause for concern.  

5.11 Many of the findings replicated the recommendations and findings made to 

the BBC Trust in the Fingleton Report which found that the Trust should improve the 

clarity of the Fair Trading Framework; counter-balance the Framework away from the 

executive self-assessment; and increase confidence that the Executive is compliant 

through additional and clearer public reporting. Pact welcomed these 

recommendations at the time. However, even with the adoption of the changes 

proposed in the Fingleton report and given the disappointing way in which the BBC 

Trust has not consulted on the proposed response to the EY report.    The 

effectiveness of the BBC’s transfer pricing regime - both in principle and in practice - 

is a matter of significant concern to the market.   Given where we are, Pact considers 

that the commercialisation of BBC Studios would require a great deal more checks 

and balances in order to avoid market distortion and meet State Aid and competition 
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requirements. Further more the behaviour that the Executive has displayed in the EY 

review: by denying third parties the opportunity to express views on proposed actions 

before they are finalised is worrying behaviour especially ahead of any approval of 

Studios.  It’s also disappointing that this was published after the BBC Studios 

proposals giving no time for the executive to take these findings into account.   

 

5.12 Again, we look to the BBC and Ofcom for a clear commitment that findings from any 

future audits and other internal reviews will be made public so that interested third 

parties are made aware of any specific issues which arise and proposed actions to 

address them.    

 

5.13 It is also crucial that BBC Studios is treated in exactly the same way as all of its 

commercial competitors by the BBC public entity. Any difference in terms of 

preferential commissioning terms or information would constitute a breach of State 

Aid and could have serious effects on the market. There must be full transparency 

and regulatory oversight on this issue and a continuous review on how it can make 

their decision making more transparent to allow for third parties the opportunity to 

comment on proposed actions. Issues we believe Ofcom should have scrutiny over 

and which at times match the duties outlined in the upcoming BBC Charter and 

Agreement include: 

 

5.13.1  The relationship between the BBC public service and BBC Studios 

and any of the other commercial subsidiaries including any behaviour 

between the BBC commercial subsidiaries such as BBC Worldwide 

and BBC Studios which might affect their commercial efficiency. 

Ofcom can set rules to make sure that ‘ the commercial activities are 

carried out in accordance with normal market principles, including 

making a commercial rate of return’ ( clause 28) 

5.13.2 A comprehensive review of BBC Studios and whether it is operating 

within market norms to make sure a new Fair Trading Framework has 

had a positive effect on the regime within 2 years as envisaged in 

clause 30 of the new BBC Agreement. Any review should start ahead 

of the 2 years ending. 

5.13.3 The BBC annual report which will include a review of how the BBC is 

achieving fair and effective competition measuring the market impact 

of the BBC. 

5.13.4 A review of the content supply arrangements including how it is fairly 

paying for programmes. 

 


